
 

Forces of Change  
Welcome to the Forces of Change Learning Map® session. This experience includes  
a visual, data cards, and a set of dialogue questions designed to facilitate our discussion  
on changes that are affecting how organizations will get work done now and in the future. 
Included in the experience are a set of break out activities to assess how these forces  
of change impact our organization, and how we can begin to close the gaps. 

In this experience, we will explore: 
— Macro trends emerging in the world 
— Forces of Change that directly impact how work gets done today and in the future  
— Examples of business responses to the Forces of change 
— Your views on the impact of these forces on our organization 
— The strategic priorities we must consider to enable our organization to embrace the 

changes ahead 

Let’s stand, turn over the visual and describe what we see. 

A. Winds of Change 
1. Locate and read the Macro Trends on the visual and on the Macro Trends cards. 

2. What are your immediate thoughts about the impact of these trends? 

3. There is a recognition that these trends will require us to think differently about how work 
gets done in the future. Read the Forces of Change cards and place them on the 
corresponding labels on the visual.  

4. Which of these forces do you see as potentially having the biggest impact on our industry 
and why? 

5. These forces can be captured in two central themes. Read the Core Themes cards  
and place them where they are represented in the visual.  

6. How would you describe our organization in the context of these two themes?  

B.  Organization Impact  
1. These macro trends and forces are changing the nature of work now and in the future. Let’s 

consider our own views about the impact of these forces on our organization. Each person 
should get a Forces Assessment handout and follow the instructions to complete your own 
assessment. While you do this, start to create a mental picture of what our organization 
will look like in the future, five to ten years from now. When everyone is finished, move on 
to the next question.  
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2. Place your individual assessments beside one another on the wall or table. Where are the 
biggest differences? Discuss why that may be. 

3. Where are we most aligned? 

4. Get the Forces Assessment poster and follow Instruction 2. Come to a consensus on the 
positioning of the impact of the forces. Plot your aligned assessment. 

5. Organizations are already responding to what is happening at varying degrees.  
Read the Sample Strategies cards. Then, follow Instruction 3 to create our future state 
organization description to capture how we will successfully operate while embracing the 
Forces of Change, relevant to your impact assessment.  

6. Complete Instruction 4 on the Forces of Change Assessment poster to determine where we 
are now. As you do this, discuss how big a change this is for our organization. What are 
the implications? 
 

C.  Closing the Gap 
1. Change requires identifying the important strategic factors to take into consideration as we 

determine how we will operate in the future. Discuss what you believe are the most 
important factors we need to address as an organization and why. Brainstorm your ideas 
on a flipchart. Use the Discussion Starter cards as thought-starters of factors we may need 
to consider (these are not exhaustive lists).  

2. Use the Gap Assessment poster to capture your top ideas of what needs to change and 
the priorities that surface as a result.  

3. As you look at the strategic factors and opportunities you’ve identified, which are the most 
compelling?  

4. What are the biggest challenges and why? 

5. Now that we have identified priorities we must address, let’s consider at a high level the 
impact on our organization of closing these gaps. Transfer the items you captured on the 
right hand column of the poster (strategic questions, obstacles and opportunities) to the 
Strategic Priority cards. We will place them on the Strategic Priorities poster where they 
best fit and discuss our realities. 

6. We will require further strategic planning efforts to take our initial assessments to another 
level of detail in determining our way forward. For now, what are you most excited about? 
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